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with what fire they are playing.   In all this  mill area the ten«cm   b^weea   Hindus
and Moslems is constant and tends to grow. The   call foi ^^^.^^^^^
by picketing would turn almost automatically to 1wmmmala^°t1bWnnrfJh«l
of 626 would be child's play.   They could only be suppressed in  bloodshed.
From the   extended summary of  the speech  made by   Sir Donald MacAlisler at
the annual session of   the   General Council   of Medical Edu-
Threat of the British     cation  and   Registration   of   the   United   Kingdom  at   the
Medical Council	end    of    November   1929     it. is   obvious   that   it  ib   the
intention of the Indian authorities to approach ^the Legis-
lative Assembly again on the question of the appointment of a Commissioner on
Medical Qualifications and Standards in India. sib donald told the Council
that uthe India Office would ask the Legislative Assembly to reverse its decision
in January, and would explain not only the unfortunate results on the prospects
of Indian students which would follow from a definite refusal to appoint a U>m-
missioner, but also the genuine desire of the General Medical Council to hel^
India consistently with the obligations which British statutes imposed 911 them.'
We do not know why the India Office has assumed the responsibility for informing
the British Medical Council that the Assembly would be asked to reverse its
verdict. The public in India would like to know to what extent the Government of
India must be blamed in regard to the advice tendered to the Secretary ot btate.
At the Simla session of the Assembly it was made perfectly clear to the Government
that the whole medical profession in India, the Universities, the Inter-Universitios
Board, and the Medical Faculties of the various Universities were all united in
their protest against the threat held out by the British Medical Council. Strong
views were expressed in the Assembly and such defence of their policy as the
spokesman of "the Government of India was able to put forward, far from helping
towards a better understanding between non-officials and the Government, only
provoked the representatives of the people to stiffen their opposition. It may be
true that to some little extent the prospects of Indian students might be endangered
if the British Medial Council should carry out its threat of refusing to recognise
Indian medical degrees. It as we believe, the Assembly refuses to walk into Govern-
ment's parlour, the Government will be forced to recognise that it is their clear
duty to tell the British Medical Council that arrangements would soon be made
firstly to make India self-sufficient in the matter not only of medical education but
also of ^ recruitment to the higher medical services and, secondly, to train Indian
students in reputed medical institutions in the Continent where equipment, reaching
and the facilities for making research are better than in the British universities.
If this courageous attitude is taken up, as it must be if the Government wish to
uphold the self-respect of India, then it will not be long before the British Medical
Council behaves more sensibly and j ustly than it is 'doing at present. It passes
our comprehension why, if, as it affects, it were benevolently inclined to India, that
Council should not prolong the period of extension to two or three years more and
thus give time to India to make her own arrangement for securing uniform and
proper ^standards of medical qualifications in India. In regard Lo medical insti-
tutions ^ in Great Britain which were called upon by that same Council to conform
to certain standards prescribed by them, it is notorious that it has not been very anxious
to punish them for delay in reaching the higher standard of efficiency. Why then
should a different policy be pursued in regard to Indian universities ? Any attempt
made 07 the British Medical Council to dictate to Australia or South Africa in the
manner in which India has been sought to be dictated to, would be keenly resented
and repudiated by them. If the truth must be told the Council would do no such
thing in regard to self-governing Dominions. This fact is made clear by
db. jivaraj mehta in a communication to The 'Times of India.
Dr. jivaraj mehta's review of the position of India vis-a-vis the Medical
Council is _ as exhaustive as it is a telling exposure of the untenability of
the pretensions of the- General Medical Council to supervisory and controlling
powers over medical education in our country. In view of these circumstances it
is surprising that the Government of India should again think of tabling a resolu-
Uon before the Assembly for the appointment of a Commissioner nominated by the
British Medical Council.. Even ^ now it is not too late for the Government to with-
draw from this humiliating position, but if they persevere it is for the Assembly
to snow its resentment against this preposterous and indefensible procedure ard

